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 1. What will we achieve in this Connected Studio for BBC Online? 
 
The aim of this Connected Studio is to generate ideas that engage as many people as possible in BBC output covering the 2014 

Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. How can we get close to potential audiences, engage them for as long as possible, and inspire them 

to recommend our content and services to others? 

 

 2. How will our creative work in this Connected Studio benefit BBC audiences? 

BBC coverage of 2014 Commonwealth Games Sport is already underway (http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/commonwealth-games/2014/). 

This Connected Studio focuses on bringing non-sport Commonwealth-related content from the BBC to our audience’s attention, whether 

accessed online or elsewhere.  

Our aim is to link Commonwealth events and content in order to generate and maintain a consistent level of positive buzz around the 

BBC that is more enduring than output from 2012, when London hosted the Olympic Games. Drawing on the 2012 broadcasting 

experience, we want to use social and digital media to give a compelling sense of being there. Building on the Olympic strapline of ‘Never 

Miss a Moment’, there will be a strong emphasis on ‘sharing moments’ in 2014. As well as driving audiences to BBC Online, we want to 

exceed expectations by delivering the Commonwealth Games in ways that aren’t possible with broadcasting alone. 

The Commonwealth Games will be reflected in all of the ten products which make up BBC Online service, and we plan to develop ideas 

around the relationship between this country, the Commonwealth and the Commonwealth Games: what we produce today could live on 

in the digital world well beyond 2014. We’re also aiming to improve digital media literacy and inspire our audience to think about their 

place in the world as global citizens. So we’re hoping to address four key challenges: 

Challenge 1 Understanding the Commonwealth: The Commonwealth is home to almost one third of the world’s 

population and its land area comprises one fifth of the world’s total. Member countries are diverse, ranging from 

the largest to smallest and richest to poorest on earth. Here in the UK we catch glimpses of ‘the Commonwealth’ 

every day in our music, culture, cuisine and history. During the year in which Glasgow hosts the 

Commonwealth Games, how could we reflect life throughout the Commonwealth and celebrate the 

impact of Commonwealth cultures on modern Britain? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge 2 Accessible Commonwealth Events: Several live events will represent core offerings from the BBC 

Commonwealth Games portfolio, including the Commonwealth Cultural Hub, a publicly accessible venue outside 

BBC Scotland headquarters in Glasgow, which will feature family-friendly content from the BBC and partner 

organisations. Although the Cultural Hub and other BBC Commonwealth events are taking place in Glasgow, it ’s 

an aspiration that UK-wide audiences should feel involved in as many activities as possible and share their 

experiences with others. As Commonwealth events unfold, how could we encourage audiences 

throughout the UK to participate in, and share, the moment?  

Challenge 3 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Commonwealth: The 2012 Olympic Games were a success story for delivery of BBC mobile and tablet 

content and in 2014 we want to deliver even richer digital experiences to audiences. We are looking for ways to 

make Commonwealth-themed BBC content as interactive, visually inspiring and personally meaningful as possible. 

We are able to draw upon the resource of the BBC Archive and offer broadcast platforms for content generated 

by everyone. How could we encourage audiences to capture, curate and share content from and 

through the BBC during this Commonwealth Games year?  

 
Challenge 4 

 

Commonwealth Youth: Over half of Commonwealth citizens are aged 25 or under and reaching youth is a BBC 

Commonwealth Games editorial priority. Younger audiences are more likely to use BBC digital services than any 

other age group, but during BBC Olympic coverage reach among the 16 to 24 group was lowest  However, half of 

this age group told us that they used services from the BBC that they had never tried before in order to follow the 

Olympics. How could we inspire under-25s to engage with BBC content/services and each other during 

this Commonwealth Games year? 
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